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Abstract—In general, an access point (AP) in wireless local
area networks (WLANs) can be easily congested since all related
data traffic goes through it. To satisfy the quality of service
(QoS) requirement for its customers, protocol-independent re-
dundancy elimination (RE) technique can effectively mitigate
the congestion at the AP by reducing redundant data traffic.
In this paper, we propose an overhearing-aided redundancy
elimination (OARE) scheme for multi-rate WLANs by leveraging
the broadcast nature of wireless medium. In OARE, the AP
estimates overhearing probabilities of partially sliced chunks
from an incoming packet for a destination mobile terminal by
considering adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) technique.
After that, the original packet is encoded by means of RE
to minimize its transfer time to the destination depending on
the estimated overhearing probabilities. Extensive simulation
results demonstrate that OARE can reduce the packet transfer
time by 7.8–23.2% compared with non-RE (or non-encoded)
transmissions.

Index Terms—Redundancy elimination, overhearing, broad-
cast, multi-rate, transfer time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile data traffic has been explosively increased due to the

proliferation of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablet

PCs [2]. Such a rapid increase of mobile data traffic may cause

severe network congestion in wireless networks. In particular,

since all data traffic is concentrated at an access point (AP) in

wireless local area networks (WLANs), the AP can be heavily

congested and it is hard to satisfy quality of service (QoS) for

its customers. To address this problem, diverse mobile data

offloading technologies have been actively discussed in the

literature [3]–[6]. A typical mobile data offloading redirects

mobile data traffic originally targeted for cellular networks

through complementary access networks such as wireless fi-

delity (WiFi) hotspots or femtocells. Furthermore, mobile data

offloading can be achieved by reducing duplicate data trans-

missions since popular contents are repeatedly requested in
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the networks [7]–[11]. Especially, protocol-independent traffic

redundancy elimination (RE) technique has been introduced

for reducing redundant data traffic at the packet-level [12]–

[23].

In RE, a sender first evaluates real byte-strings of partially

sliced chunks from an incoming packet in order to identify

redundant byte-strings already stored at the receiver [12,13].

If the receiver has identical (or redundant) chunks to those of

the sender, the sender replaces them with small meta data (i.e.,

encoding process) and transmits the encoded packet rather

than the original one. After receiving the encoded packet, the

receiver reconstructs them by replacing the meta data with

the original chunks (i.e., decoding process) and passes the

decoded packet to the upper layer. To this end, cache tables

of the sender and the receiver should be always synchronized

in order to avoid any additional cost and delay during both

encoding and decoding processes. It was reported that RE can

achieve the average bandwidth saving of 15–60% for access

networks [14]. Recently, extensive researches for deploying

RE on end hosts [15], wide-area networks [16,17], and cloud

computing [18,19] have been conducted.

The performance of RE in wireless networks can be fur-

ther improved by leveraging the broadcast nature of wire-

less medium. The transmission between a transmitter-receiver

pair in wireless networks is physically broadcast and thus,

neighboring mobile terminals (MTs) can obtain and store

these packets without any effort. In this context, many studies

have been conducted to improve the performance of wireless

networks by utilizing the overheard packets [9,24]. In RE, the

AP can encode the packet by referring overheard packets by

the MT. However, since the AP cannot assure which packets

are successfully overheard by the MT, additional techniques

should be devised to determine whether the MT obtained

the packet or not in the past. In Wireless Memory [20],

the overhearing probability is determined by comparing the

transmission rate of the destination MT and the available

transmission rates of the rest MTs. It is assumed that the

transmission rate of the MT reflects the channel condition of

it. Therefore, if a tagged MT can use a higher (or equal)

transmission rate than that of the destination MT, the AP

considers the transmitted packet to be overheard by the tagged

MT and adds the chunks of the packet to the cache table for

the tagged MT. However, since the AP manages separate cache

tables for each MT, redundant data can be stored for different

MTs. On the other hand, overheard chunks are statistically

determined in REfactor [21]. To this end, the fraction of

nodes who overheard the packets is measured beforehand in
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a wireless mesh network testbed. However, this approach is

inappropriate when the channel condition varies rapidly.

In this paper, we propose an overhearing-aided redundancy

elimination (OARE) scheme to mitigate redundant data traffic

load by means of RE in multi-rate WLANs. In particular,

OARE exploits the broadcast nature of wireless medium to

further improve the performance of RE. Moreover, since the

AP has one integrated cache table instead of separate cache

tables for all of MTs, redundant data between the separate

tables can be significantly reduced in OARE. To calculate

the overhearing probability of each chunk, the AP stores

additional information such as the transmission mode and the

time stamp of the chunk into the cache table. Based on this

information, the chunk overhearing probability for a certain

MT can be calculated through the adaptive modulation and

coding (AMC) and finite-state Markov chain (FSMC) models.

Therefore, the AP does not need to track any information

of MTs. After obtaining the overhearing probability of each

chunk in an incoming packet, the AP computes the optimal

encoding threshold on the overhearing probability, denoted

by δ, to minimize the expected transfer time of the packet.

Since each packet has a different number of redundant chunks

and their overhearing probabilities are also different, δ is

configured by a per-packet basis. Finally, only chunks whose

overhearing probabilities are greater than or equal to δ are

encoded by replacing the corresponding fingerprints and then,

the encoded packet is transmitted to the destination MT. Ex-

tensive simulation results demonstrate that OARE can reduce

the packet transfer time by 7.8–23.2% compared with non-RE

(or non-encoded) transmissions.

Main contribution of this paper is three-fold: 1) OARE

is based on the well-defined analytical model, which can

estimate the overhearing probability of the previously trans-

mitted packet only by employing limited information such as

transmission mode and elapsed time. Moreover, the analytical

model is flexible so that it can be utilized for other types of

networks such as opportunistic networks and wireless mesh

networks; 2) we devise a comprehensive method to determine

the optimal encoding threshold δ for each packet with various

sizes and different numbers of redundant chunks; and 3) we

provide extensive simulation results to show the effect of

OARE compared with other RE schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the background and related works of RE are summarized.

Section III describes the system model of OARE. Section IV

presents the analytical model to estimate the overhearing

probability and compute δ. In addition, the basic operation

of OARE is described. Section V illustrates simulation results

in different environments. Finally, Section VI concludes this

paper.

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORKS

Some of Internet contents are highly popular and transferred

repeatedly across the network. Therefore it is possible to miti-

gate the network congestion and reduce the download latency

by reducing duplicate data transmissions. Web cache is the

most widely used method to eliminate traffic redundancy [7]–

[11]. It can store and serve popular contents on behalf of

contents providers. However, it has an inherent problem with

identifying contents by their names, i.e., uniform resource

locator (URL). Therefore, the same or partially common

contents with different URLs should be delivered repeatedly,

even if the same or partially common contents already exist.

To remedy the limitation of Web cache, RE has been recently

introduced. Unlike caching, repeated chunks can be detected

by comparing real byte-strings obtained from the packet. That

is, a sender can transmit only unique parts in the original

packet after removing duplicate parts that a receiver already

has (i.e., repeated chunks). Therefore, duplicate traffic can be

significantly reduced in spite of different URLs.

Basic operation of RE consists of four blocks: 1) finger-

printing, 2) chunk matching, 3) encoding, and 4) decoding.

Each block can be described as follows.

1) Fingerprinting: The representative set of fingerprints are

generated from incoming packets because it is imprac-

tical to store and compare every fingerprint of each

packet. To improve the performance of RE, the selected

representative fingerprints should be content-based and

uniformly distributed over the packets [13]. To this end,

several methods such as MODP [13], MAXP [14], and

SAMPLEBYTE [15], are proposed in the literature.

2) Chunk matching: The duplicate chunks of the represen-

tative fingerprints are retrieved from the cache table.

There are two types of chunk matching mechanism:

Chunk-Matching and Max-Matching. The same size

chunks are retrieved in the packet cache in Chunk-

Matching, whereas the matched region can be expanded

back and forth of the original matched chunk in Max-

Matching. Max-Matching usually achieves more traffic

reduction than Chunk-Matching. However, it requires

numerous byte comparisons to expand the matched

region.

3) Encoding: The selected chunks by chunk matching are

replaced with small meta data. The content of meta data

can be different in diverse RE systems. For example, it

consists of the address of the chunk in the cache table,

length, and offset in the original packet. In addition, the

corresponding fingerprint can be the meta data itself.

4) Decoding: After receiving the encoded packet, the re-

ceiver decodes the packet by replacing the meta data

with the original chunks. If the decoding is failed, the

receiver can request the original packet to the sender.

In the literature, diverse RE systems have been introduced to

improve the performance of RE along with different network

characteristics [12]. In [13] and [14], middleboxes for the RE

are located at the access link between two different networks.

It is revealed that 2–76% traffic is redundant depending on

different protocols and 15–60% traffic in access networks can

be reduced based on real Internet traffic traces. On the other

hand, Aggarwal et al. [15] employ RE between end devices

to maximize the single link traffic reduction. Specifically, to

overcome the limited processing power of end devices, a

new fingerprinting method with a simple cache architecture,

SAMPLEBYTE, is proposed, which has lower complexity

than MODP [13] and MAXP [14].
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In addition, researches for supporting RE as a network-

wide service have been studied. In [16], Anand et al. develop

redundancy-aware intra- and inter-domain routing algorithms

and reduce intra- and inter-domain link loads by 10–50%.

In addition, they present a network-wide RE architecture,

SmartRE [17], which consists of three key elements: ingress

nodes, interior nodes, and a central configuration module.

Ingress nodes encode packets, whereas interior nodes only

decode the packets. The encoded region of each packet can

be expanded by leveraging the cached data on its route.

The configuration module computes encoding and caching

manifests and delivers them to ingress and interior nodes,

respectively.

PACK [18] and CoRE [19] are proposed to reduce the

bandwidth cost of data transfer from cloud computing. In

PACK, cloud-server RE effort is offloaded to a large group

of clients. It employs a receiver-based approach in which

clients use newly received chunks to identify previously re-

ceived chunk chains and send the prediction to the sender

(i.e., server). On the other hand, in CoRE, a sender and

receiver cooperative solution is proposed to simultaneously

remove short-term and long-term redundancy. It has two-

layer RE modules: 1) the first-layer module detects long-

term redundancy by a prediction-based approach like PACK.

2) the second-layer module detects short-term redundancy by

maintaining a temporary small local cache.

Recently, RE systems for wireless/mobile networks also

have been actively studied. In contrast with wired networks,

high packet error rate and scarcity of bandwidth are still

challenging issues in wireless/mobile network. Lumezanu et

al. suggest an informing procedure of packet loss to eliminate

misleading information [22]. In Celleration [23], the cellular

gateway observes the forwarded chunks to identify previously

observed chunk chains similar to PACK [18]. By this approach,

it is found that 46% cellular web traffic is redundant.

Moreover, the performance of RE in wireless networks can

be further improved by leveraging the broadcast nature of

wireless medium. Since a large group of MTs can overhear

packet transmissions destined to others, the AP can exploit the

chunks of the overheard packets to encode the next incoming

packets. However, since the AP does not receive any acknowl-

edgement of the overheard packets, the AP cannot assure

that chunks of an incoming packet were really overheard.

To remedy this problem, in Wireless Memory [20], the AP

assumes that MTs can always overhear the packets which are

sent with lower transmission rates than the MTs’ available

transmission rates. The AP should maintain separate cache

tables for different MTs and the chunks of the overheard

packets are stored in different cache tables repeatedly. On

the other hand, in REfactor [21], the AP maintains one

cache table and each stored chunk has a reception probability

vector for each MT. However, the reception probability is

computed heuristically based on the training data obtained

from a wireless mesh network testbed. Consequently, those

values are restricted to a certain network condition, and thus

it is needed to compute the reception probability under more

general models.

AP

MT 1 MT 2 MT 3

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Packet transmission

Opportunistic overhearing

Fig. 1: Network model of OARE.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, the system model of OARE is described.

As shown in Figure 1, we consider downlink transmissions

in multi-rate WLANs, in which the AP transmits a packet

to the destination MT (i.e., MT 2). It is assumed that MTs

stay inside a WLAN for a long time [6] and thus, the

mobility of the MTs is not considered in this work. Due

to the broadcast nature of wireless medium, neighbors (i.e.,

MT 1 and MT 3) can opportunistically obtain (or overhear) the

transmitted packet depending on their own channel conditions.

If the MTs overhear the packet successfully, they store a set of

chunks of the overheard packet in their caches, and therefore

the AP can exploit these chunks to encode the next packets

destined to them (i.e., MT 1 and MT 3). However, since

the packet is opportunistically obtained, the AP should first

identify which redundant chunks are successfully obtained by

the intended MT. To this end, the AP in OARE maintains the

minimal information about the transmitted chunks in its cache

and determines whether the chunk is overheard or not by com-

puting the overhearing probability of the chunk in an analytical

manner, which will be elaborated in Section IV. Consequently,

OARE can provide improved scalability compared with other

techniques such as Wireless Memory [20] and REfactor [21].

The following Section III-A illustrates the configuration

of cache tables of AP and MT to support RE in multi-

rate wireless networks. After that, Section III-B describes the

wireless channel model.

A. Cache architecture

Figure 2(a) shows the cache table of the AP that can store

S items. Each item consists of four tuples as

VAP,k = {cAP,k, fAP,k, nAP,k, tAP,k} (1)

where k is an item index (0 ≤ k ≤ S − 1). cAP,k denotes

a chunk which is a byte-string for identifying the redundant

region of a packet. It is reported that 64 bytes chunk is the

most effective to identify the redundant data [13] [14]. fAP,k

is a fingerprint of the corresponding chunk cAP,k, which is
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(a) Cache table at AP.
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(b) Cache table at MT.

Fig. 2: Cache architectures in BFRE.

calculated from a hash function and is smaller than cAP,k

(e.g., 160 bits for SHA-1). nAP,k denotes the transmission

mode identification (ID) of cAP,k. It is assumed that there

are N transmission modes depending on wireless channel

conditions and one appropriate mode nAP,k (1 ≤ nAP,k ≤ N)
for transmitting cAP,k is selected by the AP. The details of

the adaptive transmission mode will be described in subsec-

tion III-B. tAP,k indicates the time stamp when the chunk

cAP,k was transmitted. If the current time is τ , the time stamp

of every chunk in the cache table should be smaller than τ
(i.e., tAP,k < τ ) since each chunk was transmitted in the past.

Both of nAP,k and tAP,k are used to compute the overhearing

probability of cAP,k and the details of computation will be

demonstrated in subsection IV-A.

To reduce the search time, a part of fingerprint is used

as the index of the corresponding chunk in the cache table.

The size of a chunk and a fingerprint in RE is very small

(e.g., 64 and 20 bytes, respectively), and thus a number of

items can be stored in the cache table. Since it requires long

delay to search an arbitrary value from the large table, the

first log2S bits of the fingerprint are exploited as the index

of the corresponding item in OARE and the search time is

then fixed as O(1). For example, when the AP searches for

the redundant chunk cRed in its cache table, it first calculates

the corresponding fingerprint fRed and computes the index

ω from the first log2S bits of fRed. Then, the AP compares

fRed and fAP,ω that is stored in the cache table. In a similar

way, when a new item VNew = {cNew, fNew, nNew, tNew}
is added to the cache table, the AP first checks whether the

index ω (which is computed from fNew) of the cache table

is occupied or not. If it is occupied, the old one (denoted by

VAP,ω) is replaced with the new one (i.e., VNew) because the

new one has higher priority than the old one as least recently

used (LRU) algorithm.

Figure 2(b) shows the cache table of the MT. The cache

table has S items and each item VMT,k consists of two tuples

as

VMT,k = {cMT,k, fMT,k} (2)

TABLE I: Transmission modes from [25].

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 6

Modulation BPSK QPSK QPSK 16-QAM 16-QAM 64-QAM

Coding rate 1/2 1/2 3/4 9/16 3/4 3/4

bits/symbol 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.25 3.00 4.50

an 274.72 90.25 67.62 50.12 53.40 35.35

gn 7.99 3.50 1.69 0.66 0.38 0.09

γpn(dB) -1.53 1.09 3.98 7.70 10.25 15.98

where cMT,k and fMT,k denote the chunk and the fingerprint,

respectively. Since the role of the MTs is limited to the

decoding process, the cache table of the MTs does not need

a transmission mode and a time stamp of each chunk. In

the same manner as that of the AP, the first log2S bits of

fingerprint is used to indicate the position of the corresponding

item in the cache table. For example, when the MT receives

an encoded packet and the packet has the fingerprint fRed,

the MT computes an index ω from the first log2S bits of

fRed. Then, it replaces fRed in the encoded packet with the

corresponding chunk cMT,ω in the cache table. The details of

the decoding process will be given in subsection IV-E.

B. Wireless channel model

AMC or link adaptation technique is generally supported to

choose the most appropriate transmission rate among multiple

transmission modes when the channel condition of an intended

MT is given. In Figure 1, the AP obtains the channel condition

of the destination MT (i.e., MT 2) and transmits a packet

with the appropriate transmission mode (i.e., Mode 2). Since

a higher transmission rate (i.e., higher transmission mode)

requires better channel condition to successfully transmit a

packet, MT 1 has better channel condition than MT 2 while

MT 3 has worse channel condition than MT 2.

In Figure 1, when the AP transmits a packet to MT 2,

other MTs (i.e., MT 1 and MT 3) can also obtain the packet

depending on their packet reception probabilities. To calculate

the reception probability of the packet, we consider a slowly

varying wireless channel [25]. The channel is frequency-flat,

and remains invariant per packet while it is allowed to vary

from packet to packet. For flat fading channels, the channel

quality can be captured by the received signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR). The received SNR can be measured at the receiver and

exposed the channel state synthetically (including distance, ob-

stacle, etc.). Since the channel varies from packet to packet, the

Nakagami-m model is adopted to describe statistically [26],

which is a general model to assemble different fading channels

and can be represented by FSMC. The received SNR γ per

packet is a random variable with a Gamma probability density

function (PDF)

fγ̄ (γ) =
mmγm−1

γ̄mΓ (m)
exp

(

−
mγ

γ̄

)

(3)

where γ̄ is the average SNR, m is the Nakagami fading

parameter (m ≥ 0.5), and Γ (m) is the Gamma function.

In multi-rate wireless networks, each mode consists of a

specific modulation and forward error coding (FEC) code

pair as in IEEE 802.11a [27] which is listed in Table I.
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…state state state state 

Fig. 3: FSMC state transition diagram.

Then, the received the SNR at the receiver can be di-

vided into multiple non-overlapping intervals by thresholds

γn (n ∈ {0, 1, ..., N + 1}), where γ0 = 0 < γ1 < γ2 < ... <
γN+1 = ∞. These thresholds correspond to the required SNR

at the receiver. That is, if the received SNR γ is [γn, γn+1),
transmission mode n is selected. Note that no packet is

transmitted when n = 0 (i.e., γ < γ1) since the channel is

deep fading and the packet is frequently corrupted.

When the MT has the average SNR γ̄, the probability that

the MT uses the transmission mode n is computed as

π (n, γ̄)=

∫ γn+1

γn

fγ̄ (γ)dγ=
Γ
(

m, mγn

γ̄

)

− Γ
(

m, mγn+1

γ̄

)

Γ (m)

where Γ (m,x) is a complementary incomplete Gamma func-

tion.

Let PER(n, γ) be the packet error rate (PER) when the

packet is transmitted with the transmission mode n and the

received SNR of the MT is γ. From [25], PER(n, γ) can be

approximated as

PER(n, γ) ≈

{

1, if 0 < γ < γpn
an exp (−gnγ) , if γpn ≤ γ

(4)

where an, gn, and γpn are mode-dependent parameters and

obtained by fitting (4) to the exact PER [25]. These mode-

dependent parameters are summarized in Table I1.

On one hand, in the overhearing case, transmission modes

of the overheard MT and the destined MT can be different

(e.g., The transmission modes of MT 1 and MT 2 are different

in Figure 1.), since their channel conditions are dissimilar.

Assume that the packet is transmitted with the transmission

mode n (i.e., The original destination MT uses the transmis-

sion mode n.) and the overheard MT uses another transmission

mode ν. If the average received SNR of the overheard MT is

γ̄, the average PER of the overheard packet can be computed

as (5) where bn := m/γ̄ + gn.

One state in the FSMC corresponds to one transmission

mode in multi-rate wireless networks [28,29] as shown in

Figure 3. Let ζi,j be the state transition probability from state

i to state j. Note that no packet is transmitted in state 0 to

avoid frequent packet losses due to the deep fading channel.

In this model, the received SNR remains at a certain level for

the time duration to transmit a packet and this time duration is

referred as one time slot. In addition, the state transition occurs

only between adjacent states during a time slot. That is, the

probability of the state transition exceeding two consecutive

states is zero, i.e.,

ζi,j = 0, ∀ |i− j| > 1.

1Note that the values of γpn in Table I are expressed in decibel.

MT 2

MT 2

MT 1

MT 1

packetA

packetB

index( ) = → 

index( ) = → =

Time Tx mode
Packet transmission

Opportunistic overhearing

Fig. 4: An example scenario for estimating the overhearing

probability. At time slot tβ , the AP has packetb to transmit to

MT 1. The packet contains redundant chunk cRed which was

transmitted at time slot tα and stored in the cache.

Now, the adjacent-state transition probability can be described

by

ζn,n+1 = Rn+1Ts

π(n,γ̄) , if n = 0, ..., N − 1

ζn,n−1 = RnTs

π(n,γ̄) , if n = 1, ..., N
(6)

where Rn is the cross rate of the transmission mode n, which

can be estimated as

Rn =

√

2π
mγn
γ̄

fd
Γ (m)

(

mγn
γ̄

)m−1

exp

(

−
mγn
γ̄

)

(7)

where fd denotes the Doppler frequency. Since the mobility

of the MTs is not considered in this work, it is assumed that

fd is a fixed value (e.g., 10 Hz).

IV. OVERHEARING-AIDED REDUNDANCY ELIMINATION

In OARE, the AP calculates the overhearing probabilities

of redundant chunks in an incoming packet. After that, it

computes a threshold for encoding chunks to minimize the

expected packet transfer time. The following two subsections

describe how to compute the overhearing probability and

derive the optimal encoding threshold. After that, we will

demonstrate the retransmission procedure and operations of

AP and MT in OARE.

A. Computation of overhearing probability

In this subsection, we explain how to estimate the over-

hearing probability of the chunk in the cache table of the

AP. Figure 4 shows an example scenario in which the current

time is tβ and the AP has packetB destined to MT 1 in

which the packet contains redundant chunk cRed. The index

of cRed in the cache table is ω and it is assumed that cRed was

transmitted to MT 2 by belonging to packetA at time tα. As

a result, VAP,ω = {cAP,ω, fAP,ω, nAP,ω, tAP,ω} was stored in

the cache table of the AP where cAP,ω and tAP,ω are set to

cRed and tα, respectively. fAP,ω is computed from cAP,ω and
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PER(n, ν, γ̄) =
1

π (ν, γ̄)

∫ γν+1

γν

PER(n, γ) fγ̄ (γ)dγ

=















1, if γν+1 < γpn
1

π(ν,γ̄)
1

Γ(m)

[

Γ
(

m, mγν

γ̄

)

− Γ
(

m,
mγpn

γ̄

)

+ an

(

m
γ̄

)m
Γ(m,bnγpn)−Γ(m,bnγν+1)

(bn)
m

]

, if γν ≤ γpn < γν+1

1
π(ν,γ̄)

an

Γ(m)

(

m
γ̄

)m
Γ(m,bn,γpn)−Γ(m,bnγν+1)

(bn)
m , if γpn < γν

(5)

Original packet

Encoded packet

Fig. 5: An example scenario for encoding a packet. The

original packet has three redundant chunks. Among them,

two chunks are replaced with their corresponding fingerprints

where their overhearing probabilities are greater than or equal

to δ.

nAP,ω indicates the transmission mode ID of packetA because

cAP,ω was a part of packetA.

To estimate the overhearing probability of cRed for MT 1

at tβ , the transmission mode of MT 1 at tα should be first

obtained since the overhearing was accomplished at that time.

The transmission mode of MT d at the time slot t is denoted by

nd,t, ∀nd,t ∈ {1, ..., N}. Then, the probability that MT d used

the transmission mode i at tα while it uses the transmission

mode j at tβ can be expressed as

P
(

nd,tα = i
∣

∣nd,tβ =j
)

=
P
(

nd,tβ =j |nd,tα = i
)

P
(

nd,tβ =j
) P (nd,tα = i)

=
π (i, γ̄)

π (j, γ̄)
ζ
(tβ−tα)
i,j (8)

where γ̄ is the average received SNR of MT d and ζ
(∆)
i,j is the

∆-step transition probability of the FSMC model which means

the state transition probability from state i to state j after ∆
time slots. Consequently, the overhearing probability of cRed

for MT d can be estimated by using the corresponding cached

item VAP,ω and it is represented as (9) where tIN,d is the

arrived time of MT d into the cell of the AP. It is obvious that

MTs cannot receive any packets out of the cell, and therefore

the overhearing probability is zero when tAP,ω < tIN,d.

B. Derivation of δ

When a AP receives an incoming packet destined to an MT,

the packet may have several redundant chunks as described in

Figure 5. Let the packet have H redundant chunks denoted by

Q = {c1, c2, ..., cH}. For ci ∈ Q, the overhearing probability

for the destination MT is denoted by θi (R = {θ1, θ2, ..., θH}).

Since the chunks in the cache table were originally transmitted

TABLE II: Parameters for derivation of δ

Parameter Definition

Q Set of chunks of a packet
R Set of overhearing probabilities of Q
δ Encoding threshold
Qδ Subset of Q which are the corresponding chunks to Rδ

Rδ Subset of R where all elements are greater than or equal to δ
LC Transmission delay of a chunk
LF Transmission delay of a fingerprint
LN Transfer time of an NAK message

to different MTs via different packets at different times,

their overhearing probabilities are totally different from each

other. That is, some of them were successfully overheard by

the destination MT, but some were not. Therefore, a set of

chunks to be encoded, which have sufficiently high overhear-

ing probabilities, should be carefully selected. In OARE, the

optimal encoding threshold δ is dynamically computed for

each incoming packet and only a set of chunks where the

overhearing probabilities are greater than or equal to δ are

encoded to minimize the expected packet transfer time.

Table II summarizes the parameters for the derivation of

δ. Q denotes a set of chunks in an incoming packet and R
represents their overhearing probabilities computed by Eq. (9).

δ is the encoding threshold for the packet, which is chosen

from R (i.e., δ ∈ R). Then, Rδ and Qδ consist of overhearing

probabilities which are greater than or equal to δ and their

corresponding chunks (Rδ ⊂ R and Qδ ⊂ Q), respectively.

LC denotes the transmission delay of a chunk (i.e., the amount

of time required to push all of the chunk’s bits into the wireless

medium). Similarly, LF denotes the transmission delay of a

fingerprint. On the other hand, LN represents the transfer time

of a no-acknowledgement (NAK) message, which includes

both the propagation delay and the transmission delay.

The problem of minimizing the expected packet transfer

time can be converted to maximizing the benefit of encoded

packet transmission. If a chunk is encoded by replacing the

corresponding fingerprint, the packet length is reduced since

the size of the fingerprint is much smaller than that of the

chunk. Therefore, the transmission delay of the packet can be

reduced as much as LC − LF by encoding a chunk where

LF is smaller than LC . However, after receiving the encoded

packet, the destination MT may not decode the packet due to

the absence of the fingerprints in its cache. In this case, the MT

sends an NAK message for triggering the retransmission for

the non-decodable chunks. After that, the AP sends the original

chunks to the MT. Therefore, in case of decoding failure,

LN and LC for each non-decodable chunk are additionally
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θcRed,d (VAP,ω, tβ) =







N
∑

i=1

π(i,γ̄)

π(nd,tβ
,γ̄)

ζ
(tβ−tAP,ω)
i,nd,tβ

(1− PER(nAP,ω, i, γ̄)), if tAP,ω ≥ tIN,d

0, if tAP,ω < tIN,d

(9)

E [B] =











∑

θj∈Rδ

((LC − LF ) θj − LF (1− θj))− LN

(

1−
∏

θj∈Rδ

θj

)

, if Rδ 6= ∅

0, if Rδ = ∅

(10)

consumed to complete the packet delivery. Consequently, the

expected benefit of the encoded packet transmission, E [B], is

represented as (10). If Rδ is an empty set, no chunk is encoded

and the expected gain is simply zero. According to Eq. (10),

the AP chooses δ to maximize the benefit E[B], i.e., the AP

conducts

δ = argmax
θ∈R

E [B] . (11)

To this end, expected benefits for all values in Rδ are com-

puted by Eq. (10). For this procedure, different overhearing

probabilities of the redundant chunks are multiplied to cal-

culate the expected cost of delivering an NAK message (i.e.,

LN

(

1−
∏

θj∈Rδ

θj

)

). When the number of redundant chunks

of the packet is H , the corresponding computational complex-

ity can be expressed as O(H2). After that, the maximum gain

is found out among the set of calculated benefits by means of a

simple selection algorithm of which the complexity is O(H).
As a result, the overall computational complexity for deriving

δ can be represented by O(H2). In addition, the number of

redundant chunks H has an upper bound since the length of

a packet is constant (e.g., 1500 bytes) and thus, the optimal δ
can be obtained in fixed time.

Finally, a set of chunks in which their overhearing prob-

abilities are greater than or equal to δ are replaced by their

fingerprints and the encoded packet is transmitted instead of

the original packet. As shown in Figure 5, the optimal encod-

ing threshold δ is computed as θ1 and two chunks (c1 and c3)

have sufficient overhearing probabilities that are greater than

or equal to δ (i.e., θ1 ≥ δ and θ3 ≥ δ). Consequently, these

two chunks are replaced with the corresponding fingerprints

(f1 and f3) and the encoded packet is transmitted to the MT

instead of the original packet.

C. Chunk retransmission

When the AP transmits an encoded packet, it stores the

original packet in its temporal buffer to cope with decoding

failure events. If the MT could not overhear the encoded

chunks in the past, those chunks do not exist in the cache

table and the MT cannot decode the encoded packet. For such

a decoding failure case, the MT requests the original chunks to

the AP by transmitting an NAK message that contains a set of

offsets of original chunks to be retransmitted. After receiving

the NAK message, the AP transmits the original chunks to the

MT.

1. Receive a packet 

destined to an MT

2. Extract a set of chunks, Q

6. Is Rδ empty? 8. Send the encoded packet

7. Send the original packet

Yes

No

3. Compute overhearing 

probabilities, R

4. Compute a threshold, δ

and construct a subset, Rδ

5. Chunk caching

Fig. 6: AP Operation.

D. AP operation

Figure 6 describes the operation of a AP in OARE. Before

the AP sends an incoming packet to the destination MT,

the AP investigates redundant chunks of the incoming packet

and encodes identified redundant chunks depending on their

overhearing probabilities. By transmitting a small encoded

packet rather than the original one, the transmission delay can

be significantly reduced. The detailed operation of the AP can

be summarized as follows.

• Step 1: First, the AP receives an incoming packet destined

to an MT.

• Step 2: The AP extracts a set of chunks Q from the

incoming packet and their fingerprints are computed by

a hash function (e.g., SHA-1).

• Step 3: The AP computes the overhearing probability of

each chunk in Q for the destination MT according to (9)

and constructs a set of overhearing probabilities R for

the destination MT.

• Step 4: The AP determines the optimal encoding thresh-

old δ to minimize the expected packet transfer time

from (11). Also, it constructs a set of overhearing prob-

abilities Rδ in which all of elements are greater than or

equal to δ.

• Step 5: The AP updates its cache table with the chunks

that have overhearing probabilities less than δ. This is
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1. Receive a packet 

from the BS

2. Chunk caching

3. Am I destination?

5. Encoded packet?

7. Decoding

8. Decoding 

succeed?

4. Discard

9. Send an NAK message

6. Send the packet 

to the upper layer

10. Send the decoded packet 

to the upper layer

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Fig. 7: MT operation.

because they will not be encoded (i.e., the original chunks

are transmitted belonging to the transmitted packet) and

thus other MTs can interpret only those chunks after

overhearing.

• Steps 6–7: If Rδ is empty, the AP transmits the original

packet to the destination MT since there is no gain to

encode the packet.

• Step 8: If Rδ is not empty at Step 6, the AP encodes the

packet depending on δ and transmits the encoded packet

to the MT. In addition, the AP stores the original packet in

its temporal buffer to cope with decoding failure events.

E. MT operation

Figure 7 describes the operation of an MT in OARE. The

MT receives a packet which is intended to transmit to itself or

not (i.e., overhear). After receiving the packet, the MT updates

its cache table and checks the destination of the packet. Then

the MT decodes the encoded packet which is destined to itself.

If the decoding process is failed, the MT requests the original

chunks to the AP. The detailed operation of the MT can be

summarized as follows.

• Step 1: The MT receives a packet from the AP where

the packet could be transmitted to the MT or obtained by

overhearing.

• Step 2: Regardless of the actual destination of the packet,

the MT updates its cache table with the chunks of

the packet. Note that the encoded part (i.e., replaced

by fingerprints) of the packet is excluded in this step.

In contrast with the AP, the MT does not record the

transmission mode and the current time slot.

• Steps 3–4: If the MT is not the destination of the packet,

the packet is discarded.

• Steps 5–6: If the packet is not encoded, it is intactly sent

to the upper layer.

• Step 7: If the received packet is encoded at Step 5, the MT

attempts to reconstruct (i.e., decode) the packet. That is,

the fingerprints of the encoded packet are replaced with

the corresponding chunks in the cache table of the MT.

• Steps 8–9: If the decoding process is failed, the MT

requests the original chunks by sending an NAK message

to the AP. After receiving original chunks, the MT

reconstructs the packet and sends it to the upper layer.

• Step 10: If the MT decodes the packet successfully at

Step 8, the decoded one is sent to the upper layer.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

For performance evaluation, we develop a simulator using

Java and conduct extensive simulations. In the simulation,

16000 files whose average size is about 250 Kbytes are used.

In terms of network topology, one AP and five MTs are

assumed. Each MT has a different average received SNR, γ̄, to

represent its own channel conditions. Specifically, the average

received SNRs of five MTs are set to 4.2, 7.2, 11.1, 13.6, and

19.2 dB, respectively. To consider different popularities among

the set of arbitrary files, a Zipf-like distribution is assumed

which has been proved to describe the query pattern of web

data access [10]. Accordingly, the relative probability of the ith
most popular file is proportional to 1/iα where α determines

the skewness in the Zipf-like distribution. For instance, for α
= 1, the access probability of a file is strictly proportional to

its popularity ranking (i.e., Zipf’s law). On the other hand, for

α = 0, the access probabilities for all files are the same. Let σi

be the ith most popular file (1 ≤ i ≤ Z). Then, the probability

of accessing, σi, is given by

σi =
Ω

iα
(12)

where Ω = (
∑Z

i=1 (1/i
α))−1 and Z is the total number of

files.

To verify the performance of OARE, we compare the packet

transfer time of OARE with those of the following schemes.

• NoRE: This scheme does not exploit RE. All of packets

are transmitted without any encoding procedure.

• Oracle: In this scheme, we assume that the AP knows the

accurate cache information of every MT. Therefore, the

AP can encode packets without any failure events based

on the destination MT’s cache table and achieve the best

performance. The results of Oracle can be interpreted as

the performance upper bound of RE.

• Greedy: To encode a set of chunks in an incoming packet,

the AP only considers whether each chunk is stored or not

in its cache table. If some chunks exist, the AP encodes

those chunks without any estimation on that the chunks

are also stored in the destination MT’s cache. In other

words, the AP assumes that every MT could overhear (or

receive) those chunks in the past transmissions.

• Myopic: In this scheme, the AP assumes that wireless

channel conditions are not changed and thus it simply

compares the current transmission mode of the destina-

tion MT, nd,τ , and the past transmission mode of the

redundant chunk, nω, to determine whether the chunk was

overheard or not by the destination MT. If nd,τ is greater

than or equal to nω, the AP regards that the destination
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(a) Scenario 1 (α = 0.8, S = 219 , and m = 0.5).
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(b) Scenario 2 (α = 0.7, S = 218 , and m = 1.0).

Fig. 8: Packet transfer time for 1 Gbytes traffic in two different

scenarios. All of values are normalized to NoRE.

MT had sufficiently good channel conditions to overhear

a chunk, and therefore it encodes the chunk.

• Static-p: To determine which of chunks will be encoded,

the AP calculates the overhearing probabilities of redun-

dant chunks according to (9). Then, it encodes the chunks

where their overhearing probabilities are greater than or

equal to a predefined fixed threshold, p. In other words,

the encoding threshold is fixed at p.

• OARE: In OARE, the AP computes the optimal encoding

threshold δ for each packet to minimize the expected

packet transfer time. After calculating the overhearing

probabilities of redundant chunks, the AP computes δ by

(11) and encodes a set of chunks where the overhearing

probabilities are greater than or equal to δ.

A. Performance comparison

Figure 8(a) and 8(b) show the packet transfer times of the

aforementioned schemes to transmit 1 Gbytes traffic in two

different simulation configurations. All results are normalized

by the packet transfer time of NoRE. In Scenario 1, the

Zipf skewness parameter α, the cache table size S, and the
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Fig. 9: Number of decoding success and failure events (α =
0.8, S = 219, and m = 0.5). All of values are normalized to

Oracle

Nakagami fading parameter m are configured as 0.8, 219

items, and 0.5, respectively. Meanwhile, in Scenario 2, they

are set to 0.7, 218, and 1.0, respectively. Obviously, Oracle

shows the lowest transfer time (i.e., 0.75 in Figure 8(a) and

0.84 in Figure 8(b)) since it encodes chunks as much as

possible without any decoding failures. On the other hand,

Greedy and Myopic achieve only 0.94 and 0.92 (0.95 and

0.96), respectively, in Scenario 1 (Scenario 2) whereas the

performance of Static-p is affected by p. In particular, Static-

0.6 and Static-0.8 show comparable transfer times to OARE

(or the best performance among static methods) in Scenario

1 and Scenario 2, respectively. To conclude, different values

of p should be employed to attain the optimal performance in

static methods, which is not a trivial task. On the contrary, it

can be found that the dynamic approach of OARE provides

the best performance except Oracle in both scenarios.

To analyze the first result (i.e., Figure 8(a)), we compare

the number of decoding success and failure events at the

MTs during the simulations. In Figure 9, the gray and white

bars indicate the number of decoding success events and the

number of decoding failure events, respectively. The sum of

gray and white bar is the total number of encoding events at the

AP. All of values are normalized by the number of encoding

events of Oracle, in which no decoding failure events occur

since the encoding is performed based on the perfect cache

information of MTs. It can be seen that the most number

of chunks are encoded in Greedy (i.e., 1.128), however the

most number of chunks cannot be decoded (i.e., 0.251). If

the popularity of each request is not sufficiently skewed (i.e.,

α is low), Greedy can cause severe performance degradation.

Although the number of decoding success events of Myopic is

similar to that of Greedy, Myopic has the reduced number of

decoding failure events and thus it can reduce the transmission

time as shown in Figure 8(a). In Static-p, as p increases, not

only the number of encoding events but also the number of

decoding failure events decrease. That is, when p is large,

higher accuracy of encoding can be obtained; however less

opportunity to reduce the packet transfer time is provided. The
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Fig. 10: Packet transfer time depending on Zipf skew param-

eter, α (S = 219 and m = 0.5). All of values are normalized

to NoRE when α is 0.7.

numbers of decoding success and failure events in OARE are

0.794 and 0.113, respectively. In spite of that Static-0.6 shows

better results (i.e., 0.803 and 0.093 for decoding success and

failure events, respectively), the packet transfer time of OARE

is still shorter than that of Static-0.6 as shown in Figure 8(a).

This result reveals that the encoding threshold δ should be

dynamically selected for each packet. If δ is configured by

a static manner, the expected benefit of OARE cannot be

maximized since it is dependent on not only the overhearing

probabilities but also the number of encoded chunks according

to Eq. (10). Note that additional delay for an NAK message

is needed regardless of the number of non-decodable chunks.

B. Effect of skewness parameter α

Figure 10 illustrates the packet transfer time depending on

the Zipf skew parameter, α. All of values are normalized by

the packet transfer time of NoRE when α is 0.7. m and S are

fixed as 0.5 and 219 items, respectively. Note that α defines

how much popularity of data is skewed. A larger α means

that the popularity curve is more skewed, which implies that

the top-ranked objects receive a higher fraction of the requests

and the redundancy of network traffic is increased accordingly.

From Figure 10, it can be seen that the performances of

Greedy and Myopic are not improved evidently as α increases.

Even worse, the transfer time of Greedy is slightly increased

when α is changed from 0.8 to 0.9. This is because Greedy

does not employ any accurate estimation technique for the

overhearing probability. On the other hand, the packet transfer

time of OARE is remarkably reduced with the increase of α.

For example, when α is 0.7, the normalized transfer time is

0.883 and it is reduced to 0.872 and 0.842 when α is 0.8
and 0.9, respectively. To conclude, accurate estimation of the

overhearing probability as in OARE is required to leverage

higher redundancy.

C. Effect of cache size S

Figure 11 describes the packet transfer times depending on

the cache size, S, when α and m are configured as 0.8 and 0.5,
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Fig. 11: Packet transfer time depending on the size of cache

table, S (α = 0.8 and m = 0.5). All of values are normalized

to NoRE when S is 217.
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Fig. 12: Packet transfer time depending on Nakagami fading

parameter, m (α = 0.8 and S = 219). All of values are

normalized to NoRE when m is 0.5.

respectively. In the proposed cache architecture, log2S bits of

a fingerprint are exploited to index the corresponding chunk

in the cache table. Therefore, as S increases, the collision

probability that two different chunks point the same index can

be reduced. That is, replacement frequency of each chunk is

decremented. In such a situation, the AP often refers the old

items in the cache table, and therefore a valid inference of the

channel condition when the referenced item (i.e, redundant

chunk) is originally transmitted becomes more important. In

OARE, by leveraging FSMC, the past channel condition can

be accurately estimated. As a result, it can be seen that the

transfer time of OARE is further reduced by increasing the

cache size, i.e., the transfer time decreases from 0.922 to 0.768
when the cache size increases from 217 to 221.

D. Effect of fading parameter m

Figure 12 shows the performance variations for different

values of the Nakagami fading parameter, m, when α and

S are configured as 0.8 and 219 items, respectively. Each
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value is normalized to NoRE when m is 0.5. In the Nakagami

fading channel model, m represents the channel stability. As

m increases, wireless channel condition becomes better and

more stable, and therefore the packet transfer time of NoRE is

further reduced. Of course, the transfer times of other schemes

decrease as m increases. It can be seen that OARE obtains the

lowest transmission time in every scenario. Interestingly, the

degree of degradation is the most sharp in Myopic. This is

because as the condition of wireless channel becomes more

stable, the state transitions occur infrequently and thus, a

simple comparison between the current transmission mode

and the past transmission mode can work well. For example,

when m is 0.5 (i.e., wireless channel varies rapidly), the

packet transfer time of Myopic is slightly lower than Greedy.

Meanwhile, when m is 3.0, the results of Myopic and OARE

are almost the same (i.e., 0.812 and 0.81, respectively).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed an overhearing-aided redun-

dancy elimination (OARE) scheme by leveraging the broadcast

nature of wireless medium in multi-rate wireless networks.

We have developed novel analytical models to estimate an

overhearing probability and compute an optimal encoding

threshold value. Extensive simulation results demonstrate that

OARE can reduce the packet transfer time by 7.8–23.2%

compared with non-RE (or non-encoded) transmissions. It is

envisioned OARE can be employed to improve the network

throughput in WiFi systems in a cost-effective manner (i.e.,

without increasing the network bandwidth). In our future work,

we will analyze more features such as user mobility and

interference among multiple cells in order to deploy OARE

in next-generation cellular networks. In addition, we will

investigate how to take advantage of sociality among mobile

users to further enhance the performance of OARE.
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